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JANE FOR TEA is above all a duo with a style that runs counter to current fashions! 
Delicately served by the warmth of the Ukulele and the sound of a drum set from the 
30s, their musical universe is both vintage, pop, swing and crazy ! 

Vintage Pop Song 

JANE FOR TEA delivers a pop song with a thousand influences, delicately served by 
the warmth of the Hawaiian Ukulele, the sound of a drum set from the 30s, all linked 
by a touch of electro! 

JANE FOR TEA 
The melodies of happiness... 
It's writing, puns, one-way meanings, double meanings, words that travel, words that 
touch, emotions, all at the heart of a musical universe that is jazzy, vintage, pop, 
glamorous and crazy! 

The frame is posed with a style that runs counter to current fashions. 
Jane is Séverine, both singer, actress, musician, the sexy soul of the duo she creates 
with J-P, multi-instrumentalist, author and composer. 

“Imagine Jane, Tarzan's sweetheart, riding an elephant into a Toulouse tea room! A tea 
room where nothing moves but where Tarzan with ukulele, banjolele, melodica, kazoo 
and other instruments from the 20s to the present day will make his Jane an authentic 
retro rock'n'roller. 

Before Jane for Tea, there was Ananda: a stage in their research work, in their 
respective careers as musicians, tours and other musical adventures dotted with 
encounters, each more rewarding than the other. 
2012, ripe to the point, they give birth to this vintage jazz in pop project, which takes 
off on stage with a crazy side reminiscent of that of the Rita, and yet, it goes without 
saying that they too are a UFO of the French music scene. » (Semaphore en chanson 
November 2015) 

“..Tunes that you would think straight out of the spruce 50s, in an “Old School” spirit, 
sprinkled with swing, evocations of Doo-Wap, inspirations from the realistic song of 
yesteryear, tempered with mischievousness… A sparkling, warm, seductive, perfectly 
constructed musical turn… » 
(LIVE MORNING March 2013 / J-O. BADIA) 

"The singer of Jane For Tea once again demonstrates what a warm voice she has: 
because warm, her voice, deep and wrinkled, just enough to send shivers down the 
stiffest spines, but also capable of onomatopoeic acrobatics to turn the best-hung 
glottis...Here is a concert heralding the spring to come: light, green and drinkable. To 
be consumed without too much moderation, until summer comes.»» 
(The nail in the board March 2013) 
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1st	EP	JANE	FOR	TEA		
DECEMBER	2012

1st	ALBUM	JANE	FOR	TEA	
MAY	2014

A subtle mix of madness and  powerful 
notes and furious rhythms.  A subtle mix 

between Rita Mitsouko, Annie Lennox and 
Matt Bianco !

"When vocal technique and musical 
mastery come together
to build a jewel of charm, swing and 
humour! » 

A UFO on the French musical scene.

She "brings the house down."

So beautiful and sexy,  in a class of her 
own,  glam vintage with a French touch.

Vintage sounds, boldness, creativity, a 
univers that does not exist yet, an unusual 
atmosphere.  All of that with lots of class 
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JANE :  
Lead vocal, ukulele, banjolele, 
washboard, kazoo…

JP SAVOLDELLI :
Vintage trap drum, ukulele, 
vocals & sample 
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« Jane For Tea : very 
professional and playful 

musicians coming directly from a 
retro postcard  and whose music 

is delightfully old-fashioned. 
Against the stream of all the 

current fashions, that trio has 
it's own vintage world...
"Everything is harmonious, 

even the instruments we play : 
Ukulele, banjolele, melodica, 

kazoo, washboard, vintage drum 
and trap set, that date from the 

20's, 30's and 50's. »

(Annie HENNEQUIN / LA DEPECHE 
DU MIDI  August 2014)

« French pop,
blues and Rock'n Roll songs. 

 All inspired by the American 50's 
and 60's. 

That is the world of Jane For Tea, 
the Toulousan band whose 1st 

album came out last May... 
Here is the motto of the band : to 

put a grain of madness in an 
established order.»

(Coralie BOMBAI / Le Journal 
Toulousain August 2014)
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 For this year’s Festival of the Sea 
and Round the Island race week-
end, Ventnor Arts Club sailed 
across La Manche and signed up 
Jane For Tea for concerts on three 
consecutive nights between 
19th-21st June.
They first heard Jane For Tea’s 
French, Jazz tinged pop songs on 
the Croisette in Cannes and were 
amazed that such an enormous 
sound came from such a compact 
trio. As they left the massive festival 
crowd that had gathered, along with 
their ukulele, drums and bass they 
took a booking for the Isle of Wight.
Jane For Tea is fronted by the 
soulful, gritty and powerful 
vocals of Séverine aka “Jane”.
 (ISLAND ECHO 12 June 2014)
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 www.youtube.com/JaneForTea	

www.facebook.com/JaneForTea	

www.twitter.com/JaneForTea	

www.janefortea.com	

CONTACT : 

janefortea@gmail.com
  

Tel : 06.81.93.61.26

CLIP “JE BOIS EN VAIN” https://
youtu.be/aK_1UQH-fr0

CLIP “SWEETY”
https://youtu.be/VEl_ipiyxuw

https://youtu.be/aK_1UQH-fr0
https://youtu.be/aK_1UQH-fr0
https://youtu.be/aK_1UQH-fr0
https://youtu.be/VEl_ipiyxuw
mailto:janefortea@gmail.com
http://www.youtube.com/JaneForTea
http://www.facebook.com/JaneForTea
http://www.twitter.com/JaneForTea
http://www.janefortea.com
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